Purpose: To determine the feasibility of using a deep learning approach to detect cartilage lesions (including cartilage softening, fibrillation, fissuring, focal defects, diffuse thinning due to cartilage degeneration, and acute cartilage injury) within the knee joint on MR images.
I
dentifying cartilage lesions, including cartilage softening, fibrillation, fissuring, focal defects, diffuse thinning due to cartilage degeneration, and acute cartilage injury, in patients undergoing MRI of the knee joint has many important clinical implications. Lifestyle modifications including weight loss (1), aerobic activity (2) , and range-of-motion and strengthening exercises (3) have been shown to alleviate symptoms in patients with degenerative and posttraumatic cartilage lesions and may potentially slow the rate of disease progression. There has also been much recent effort in developing disease-modifying drugs for the treatment of osteoarthritis (4, 5) and acute cartilage injury (6, 7) , with many promising new pharmacologic agents currently being investigated in clinical trials. However, lifestyle modifications and pharmaceutical interventions are likely to be most effective for treating cartilage lesions when initiated during the earliest stages of the disease process (8) .
MRI with morphologic cartilage imaging sequences has been shown to have high specificity but only moderate sensitivity for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint (9,10). Diagnostic performance is highly dependent on the level of reader expertise, and only moderate interobserver agreement between readers has been reported in most studies (9) . T2 mapping sequences have been shown to improve the sensitivity for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint, with a resultant decrease in specificity (11) . Developing standardized computer-based methods for detecting cartilage lesions at MRI would be beneficial to maximize diagnostic performance while reducing subjectivity, variability, and errors due to distraction and fatigue associated with human interpretation.
There has been much recent interest in using deep learning methods in medical imaging (12) . While a survey on deep learning in medical image analysis has shown a wide variety of applications in all imaging subspecialties (13) , applications in musculoskeletal imaging remain limited (14) (15) (16) (17) . A fully automated deep learning-based cartilage lesion detection system has been developed at our institution by using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to segment cartilage and bone followed by a second CNN classification network to detect structural abnormalities within the segmented cartilage tissue. This Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge image data set (www. image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/) (23) and shown to achieve topnotch performance (20) . More recently, the VGG16 network has proven to be an effective and efficient network of feature extraction in many medical image applications, including tissue segmentation (14, (24) (25) (26) and image contrast conversion (27, 28) . The convolutional encoder-decoder network using VGG16 shares many features with the commonly used U-Net network (29) but has unique advantages, including lower computation cost, presence of batch normalization layers to improve training efficiency, and more versatility for use as both a segmentation and classification network, which allows effective transfer learning in the current setup (30, 31) . The decoder network used an identical but reversed VGG16 convolutional structure with multiple levels of image upsampling to combine extracted image features for generation of segmentation output with the same input image size. A multiclass softmax layer was inserted into the final layer of decoder network to yield pixelwise label output for each image voxel for labeling the femur, tibia, femoral cartilage, tibial cartilage, and background. Shortcut connections between the encoder and decoder networks were added to enhance segmentation performance (32, 33) . Four shortcut connections were generated between the network layers by following the full preactivation method described in the deep residual network configuration (33) .
An image partition step was performed following the output of the first segmentation CNN to locate and extract image patches containing the segmented cartilage tissue in multiple regions of interest placed on the articular surfaces of the knee joint. During the extraction process, a continuous curve representing the superficial cartilage surface was calculated. A set of image patches with an empirical 64 3 64 matrix size equaling a squared field of view with a length of 1.75 cm were placed along the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia. Each image patch was of identical size, with its center located on the surface line. The distance between the centers of adjacent image patches was the same as the patch size along the surface line (Fig 1) . No image downsampling was performed when extracting the image patches.
The classification CNN in the processing pipeline consisted of a second 2D VGG16 convolutional structure. The VGG16 in the classification CNN was followed by two fully connected layers to provide an output probability score for the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion within each extracted image patch of the segmented cartilage tissue.
MRI Data Sets
This retrospective study was performed in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations, with approval from our institutional review board, and with a waiver of informed consent. MRI data sets were obtained from 175 patients with knee pain (99 men and 76 women, with an average age of 46.5 years and an age range of 16-74 years) who underwent a clinical MRI examination of the knee at our institution between December 15, 2010, and October 15, 2016, using the same 3.0-T MRI unit (Signa Excite HDx; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wis) and eightAbbreviations AUC = area under the ROC curve, CI = confidence interval, CNN = convolutional neural network, ROC = receiver operating characteristic, 2D = two-dimensional, VGG16 = Visual Geometry Group 16
Summary
This cartilage lesion detection system (involving the use of a single sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo MRI sequence) was found to have similar diagnostic performance to and higher intraobserver agreement than the interobserver agreement of clinical radiologists with varying levels of experience for detecting cartilage degeneration and acute cartilage injury within the knee joint.
Implication for Patient Care
Deep learning-based approaches have the potential to maximize diagnostic performance for detecting cartilage degeneration and acute cartilage injury within the knee joint while reducing subjectivity, variability, and errors due to distraction and fatigue associated with human interpretation. study was performed to determine the feasibility of using the deep learning approach to detect cartilage lesions within the knee joint on MR images. It was our hypothesis that the deep learning method would provide similar diagnostic performance to and higher intraobserver agreement than the interobserver agreement of clinical radiologists for detecting cartilage softening, fibrillation, fissuring, focal defects, and diffuse thinning due to cartilage degeneration and acute cartilage injury.
Materials and Methods

Cartilage Lesion Detection System
The proposed deep learning-based cartilage lesion detection system consisted of two two-dimensional (2D) deep CNNs. The first CNN performed rapid segmentation of cartilage and bone. The second classification CNN evaluated structural abnormalities within the segmented cartilage tissue. The detailed network structure for the CNNs is summarized in Table 1 . The two networks were connected in a cascaded fashion to create a fully automated processing pipeline (Fig 1) . The CNN processing pipeline framework was implemented in a hybrid computing environment involving Python (version 2.7; Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, Del) and MATLAB (version 2013a; MathWorks, Natick, Mass). The CNNs were coded by using the Keras packages (version 2.0.6) with Tensorflow libraries (version 1.0.1) as the deep learning computing back end (19) .
The segmentation CNN in the processing pipeline was constructed by using a 2D convolutional encoder-decoder network that has been previously shown to provide rapid and accurate segmentation of cartilage and bone on knee MR images (14) . The encoder network consisted of a Visual Geometry Group 16 (VGG16 ) (20) , convolutional structure, which had a combination of 2D convolution layers, rectified-linear activation (21) , batch normalization layers (22) , and max-pooling layers to achieve image feature extraction and data compression ( Table  1 ). The VGG16 network was originally proposed for recognition of natural images and has been evaluated in the ImageNet radiology.rsna.org n Radiology: Volume 289: Number 1-October 2018 fast spin-echo, proton density-weighted fast spin-echo, and T2 map images side by side (Fig 2) . Image patches of identical size as those used in the extraction process for the cartilage lesion detection system were placed at identical locations along the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia on each fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo image section. The radiologist used all three sequences together to determine the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion in each image patch. A cartilage lesion was defined as cartilage fibrillation, fissuring, focal defects, or diffuse channel phased-array extremity coil (Invivo, Orlando, Fla). The MRI data sets consisted of sagittal frequency-selective fatsuppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo, sagittal proton density-weighted fast spin-echo, and sagittal multiecho spin-echo T2 map (Cartigram; GE Healthcare) sequences. The imaging parameters of all sequences are summarized in Table 2 .
Training and Evaluation of the Cartilage Lesion Detection System
The reference standard for training the segmentation network was manual cartilage and bone segmentation performed on the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo image data sets of all 175 subjects. Manual segmentation was performed by a research scientist with 8 years of segmentation experience with supervision from a fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologist with 15 years of clinical experience using the segmentation feature in MATLAB (version 2013a; MathWorks). A multiclass mask was created for each image section with the following values: 0, background; 1, femur; 2, femoral cartilage; 3, tibia; and 4, tibial cartilage. A threefold cross-validation was performed on the fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo images for training and evaluating the segmentation network, as described in Appendix E1 (online). The Dice coefficient was used to determine the overlap between the fully automated segmented cartilage and bone and the manually segmented reference standard (34) . The Dice coefficient ranged between 0 and 1, with a higher value indicating better segmentation accuracy.
The reference standard for training the classification network was the interpretation of the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion within each image patch provided by a fellowshiptrained musculoskeletal radiologist (R.K., with 15 years of clinical experience). A customized software program was developed in MATLAB (version 2013a, MathWorks), which allowed the radiologist to review the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted ...
Note.-The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were built by using the listed layers from the top to the bottom. Definitions of the different network structures and layers of a CNN have been described in a previously published review article on deep learning applications in medical image analysis (18) . BN = batch normalization, Conv2D = two-dimensional convolution, FC = fully connected layer, ReLU = rectified-linear activation.
cartilage lesions using the reference standard interpretation provided by the musculoskeletal radiologist with 15 years of clinical experience. A holdout test data set consisting of 660 randomly chosen image patches classified as cartilage lesions and 660 randomly chosen image patches classified as normal cartilage was used to evaluate the diagnostic performance of the cartilage lesion detection system. The remaining image patches were used to train the cartilage lesion detection system by using a stratified fivefold cross-validation method described in Appendix E1 (online). To investigate intraobserver agreement of the cartilage lesion detection system, the training of the system and evaluation on the holdout test data set was performed twice, thinning on the fast spin-echo images and cartilage softening, characterized as an area of increased or decreased T2 relaxation time, on the fast spin-echo or T2 map images. The T2 map images were used to detect subtle changes in the T2 relaxation time of articular cartilage, which could potentially improve the detection of superficial cartilage lesions (11) . Interobserver agreement between fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologists for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint using the fast spin-echo and T2 map sequences has been reported in previous studies (11, 35) . Extracted image patches from the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo images were used to train and evaluate the CNN classification network to detect echo, and T2 map images of all 175 patients side-by-side using the same customized software program (Fig 2) . The radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, and musculoskeletal radiologist used all three sequences together to determine the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion in the same image patches placed at identical locations on the articular surfaces of the femur and tibia on the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo images. The clinical radiologists received no formal training or calibration session prior to evaluating the articular cartilage and used the same definition of a cartilage lesion when evaluating each image patch as that used by the musculoskeletal radiologist whose interpretation served as the reference standard. and the result from each evaluation was treated as an independent assessment by the machine and reported separately for the statistical analysis.
Evaluation by Clinical Radiologists
To compare the diagnostic performance of the cartilage lesion detection system with that of clinical radiologists, a 2nd-year radiology resident (A.K. Images show application of the customized software program used by the musculoskeletal radiologist and musculoskeletal radiology fellows to determine the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion in each image patch on each image section. From left to right, the images include a T2 map (in milliseconds), a proton density-weighted fast spin-echo (PD-FSE) MR image, and a fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo ( T2-FSE) MR image. The annotation panel on the right was used for selecting the image patches and recording the image interpretations. The small image on the bottom right shows the automatically generated image patches on the articular surfaces of the femur (yellow boxes) and tibia (blue boxes). The yellow box on the fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo image shows the current selected image patch and its location on the articular surface. was 85.2% and 87.9%, respectively. In comparison, the sensitivity of the clinical radiologists ranged between 60.8% and 80.2%, while the specificity ranged between 92.2% and 96.5%.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using MATLAB (version 2013a; MathWorks) and MedCalc (version 14.8; MedCalc Software, Ostend, Belgium), with statistical significance defined at P < .05. Contingency tables and sensitivity and specificity for the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, musculoskeletal radiologist, and cartilage lesion detection system for determining the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion on each image patch of the holdout test data set were calculated by using the interpretation of the musculoskeletal radiologist with 15 years of clinical experience as the reference standard. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to further evaluate the diagnostic performance of the cartilage lesion detection system. For the ROC analysis, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated for each evaluation of the cartilage lesion detection system, with the AUCs obtained during the two evaluations compared by using a nonparametric approach (36) . The Youden index was used to determine the optimal sensitivity and specificity. The k statistic was used to assess interobserver agreement for detecting cartilage lesions between the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, and musculoskeletal radiologist and intraobserver agreement between the two individual evaluations performed by the cartilage detection system. The degree of interobserver and intraobserver agreement was assessed by using the Landis and Koch method (37) .
Results
The segmentation CNN provided good segmentation of the femur, tibia, femoral cartilage, and tibial cartilage. The mean Dice coefficients were 0.96 6 0.02 (standard deviation) for the femur, 0.95 6 0.03 for the tibia, 0.81 6 0.04 for the femoral cartilage, and 0.82 6 0.04 for the tibial cartilage. The average training time for the segmentation network was 6.2 hours in each fold of the image data sets. Segmentation of cartilage and bone on all image sections for a patient took approximately 20 seconds with the trained network. A total of 17 395 cartilage image patches were extracted from the knee joint on the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo image data sets for the 175 patients. A total of 2642 image patches were classified as cartilage lesions, while the remaining 14 753 image patches were classified as normal cartilage by the musculoskeletal radiologist with 15 years of clinical experience. Classification of all image patches on all image sections for a patient with an average of 100 total patches within the knee joint took approximately 2 seconds with the trained network. Tables 3 and 4 show the contingency tables and sensitivity and specificity values, respectively, for the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, musculoskeletal radiologist, and cartilage lesion detection system for determining the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion on the 1320 image patches in the holdout test data set, which contained equal numbers of patches classified as cartilage lesions and normal cartilage. For evaluations 1 and 2 performed by the cartilage lesion detection system, the sensitivity at the optimal threshold of the Youden index was 84.1% and 80.5%, respectively, while the specificity 
Discussion
Our study described a fully automated deep learning-based cartilage lesion detection system utilizing a convolutional encoder-decoder network for segmenting cartilage and bone followed by a second CNN classification network to detect structural abnormalities within the segmented cartilage tissue. The proposed deep learning approach achieved high diagnostic accuracy for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint, with AUCs above 0.91. Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of the cartilage lesion detection system were comparable to the diagnostic performance of clinical radiologists, including radiology residents, muscuGiven the average of 100 total cartilage patches within the knee joint, the specificity values would translate into five false-positive cartilage lesions for each knee for resident 1 and fellows 1 and 2, eight falsepositive cartilage lesions for resident 2, three false-positive cartilage lesions for the musculoskeletal radiologist, and 15 and 12 false-positive cartilage lesions for evaluations 1 and 2, respectively, performed by the cartilage lesion detection system. The cartilage lesion detection system was able to detect all types of cartilage lesions, including softening, fibrillation, fissuring, focal defects, and diffuse thinning (Fig 3) . Figure 4 shows the ROC curves describing the diagnostic performance of the cartilage lesion detection system for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint. The AUC for the cartilage detection system was 0.917 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.901, 0.932; P , .001) for evaluation 1 and 0.914 (95% CI: 0.898, 0.920; P , .001) for evaluation 2. There was no statistically significant difference (P = .68) between the AUCs for the two individual evaluations. For comparison, the points representing the sensitivity and specificity of the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, and musculoskeletal radiologist for detecting cartilage lesions were plotted on Figure 4 and were in close proximity to the ROC curves of the cartilage lesion detection system.
There was good intraobserver agreement between the two individual evaluations performed by the cartilage lesion detection system for determining the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion on the 1320 image patches in the holdout test data set, with a k of 0.76 (95% CI: 0.73, 0.80). Table 5 shows the k values for interobserver agreement between the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, and musculoskeletal radiologist for determining the presence or absence of a cartilage lesion on the same image patches. There was moderate to good interobserver agreement between the clinical radiologists, with k values ranging between 0.57 and 0.73. screening method for cartilage lesions. Furthermore, the threshold of the classification CNN is adjustable and could be optimized to provide more sensitive detection of cartilage lesions in certain patient populations, such as individuals with knee pain and no evidence of internal derangement at MRI and individuals with persistent knee pain after surgical intervention. The cartilage lesion detection system is also not influenced by errors related to inexperience, distraction, and fatigue associated with human interpretation of medical images.
Our study merely documents the feasibility of using a deep learning approach for evaluating the articular cartilage of the knee joint. Additional technical development and validation work is needed to improve the current cartilage lesion detection system. Improvements in diagnostic performance could be achieved if the CNNs were able to evaluate multiple sequences with different tissue contrasts. However, this would require performing multiple 2D sequences with identical fields of view, spatial resolutions, section thicknesses, and intersection gaps during the MRI examination or using newly developed three-dimensional combined morphologic and quantitative cartilage imaging sequences (46) . Furthermore, the use loskeletal radiology fellows, and a musculoskeletal radiologist. The high AUCs of the cartilage lesion detection system were similar to the AUCs for deep learning techniques used in previous studies to detect pulmonary nodules at chest CT (38) , classify pulmonary tuberculosis at chest radiography (39) and breast density at mammography (40) , detect coronary artery stenosis at contrast materialenhanced chest CT (41) and prostate cancer at pelvic MRI (42) , and grade the severity of osteoarthritis at hip radiography (16) , which further emphasizes the promising preliminary results of computer-based methods for evaluating medical images.
Compared with clinical radiologists, the cartilage lesion detection system at the optimal Youden index provided higher sensitivity but lower specificity for detecting cartilage lesions within the knee joint. The high sensitivity of the cartilage lesion detection system is particularly favorable, because the main limitation of MRI for evaluating articular cartilage (even by experienced musculoskeletal radiologists) is its relatively low sensitivity for identifying superficial cartilage lesions (9) . The lower specificity of the cartilage lesion detection system is likely the result of the CNNs using only the sagittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo images for cartilage lesion detection, while the clinical radiologists used three sagittal image data sets with different tissue contrasts. It was impossible for the cartilage lesion detection system to use multiple image data sets for evaluating articular cartilage in our retrospective study because of the different fields of view, spatial resolutions, section thicknesses, and intersection gaps of the three sequences acquired during the MRI examination. Nevertheless, the lower specificity of the cartilage lesion detection system is concerning, as the high number of false-positive cartilage lesions would require the clinical radiologist to verify the actual presence of disease in each image patch, which would increase the overall time required for image interpretation.
The cartilage lesion detection system has many potential advantages. The intraobserver agreement of the CNNs for detecting cartilage lesions was greater than the interobserver agreement of the clinical radiologists. However, the intraobserver agreement was far from perfect, which is likely due to multiple factors, including the inherent model uncertainty of the network structure (43, 44) , the stochastic nature of network training, and the variation between the training and testing image data sets (24, 45) . In addition, although the one-time training process of the cartilage lesion detection system was relatively long, the detection time was highly efficient (on the order of seconds) for evaluating the entire knee joint, which would make it quite useful as a rapid The AUCs of the cartilage lesion detection system were 0.917 and 0.914 for evaluations 1 and 2, respectively, both indicating high overall diagnostic accuracy. Sensitivity and specificity for the radiology residents, musculoskeletal radiology fellows, musculoskeletal radiologist, and evaluations 1 and 2 of the cartilage lesion detection system at the optimal threshold of the Youden index are also plotted. Note that the sensitivity and specificity of the clinical radiologists are in close proximity to the ROC curves of the cartilage lesion detection system. of multiple classification CNNs, larger training data sets, and better reference standards consisting of the interpretations provided by multiple experienced fellowship-trained musculoskeletal radiologists could further improve diagnostic performance. Large prospective validation studies are also needed to compare the interpretations of the cartilage lesion detection system with cartilage lesion grades assigned at arthroscopy or histologic examination in small identically located regions of interest on the articular surfaces of the knee joint. Finally, future clinical studies are needed to determine whether combined use of human and machine interpretation could improve diagnostic performance for detecting cartilage lesions when compared with each method of image interpretation alone.
Our study had several limitations. First, only the articular cartilage on the femur and tibia was evaluated in our feasibility study, as the segmentation and classification CNNs were not yet optimized for assessing patellar cartilage and it was believed that evaluating the curved articular surface of the patella on the 3-mm-thick fat-suppressed T2-weighted fast spin-echo images would be challenging. Furthermore, the reference standard for the presence and absence of cartilage lesions in each image patch was the interpretation provided by a musculoskeletal radiologist rather than arthroscopy, which has higher sensitivity for detecting cartilage lesions (9) . However, the use of arthroscopy as a reference standard in our retrospective study would not have been possible, as surgical reports provide only the highest grade of cartilage lesion on each articular surface, and the exact location of the cartilage lesion is not well described. Training the cartilage lesion detection system requires large numbers of image patches containing normal and abnormal cartilage placed at predetermined locations on the articular surfaces of the knee joint. A final limitation of our feasibility study was that it did not evaluate multiple different types of CNNs that could be used as segmentation and classification networks in the cartilage lesion detection system.
In summary, our study demonstrated the feasibility of using a fully automated deep learning-based cartilage lesion detection system for evaluating the articular cartilage of the knee joint. The cartilage lesion detection system was found to have similar diagnostic performance to and higher intraobserver agreement than the interobserver agreement of clinical radiologists with varying levels of experience for detecting cartilage degeneration and acute cartilage injury within the knee joint using a single 
